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Project Evolution
The Standard at Syracuse was first envisioned and presented in October of 2019 at the PreDevelopment Meeting, as an 8-story building containing 219 units and 657 bedrooms. This
rendition anticipated demolition of nearly all the Temple Concord’s existing structures. Leaving
that meeting we had a collective desire to preserve the main sanctuary building and worked with
local historic professionals to determine how best to integrate this structure into the proposed
project. Our follow-on design response kept the general height and mass of the project but
pulled back to highlight the sanctuary within the development. The intent was to create a
neutral backdrop for the sanctuary to be the focus, but also to keep an active edge along
University Avenue. In this response, the program dropped to 202 units and 635 beds.
After a brief hiatus due to COVID-19, we resumed conversations with the Syracuse Landmark
Preservation Board (SLPB) to finalize the extents of the existing building to be preserved, which
includes the main sanctuary hall from the formal entry up to the back of the presentation
platform, as well as the main landscaping / hillside fronting out onto University Avenue and
Madison Street. During one of our conversations with the SLPB, we were asked to evaluate
additional massing strategies to review shadow impacts on the surrounding neighbors, including
an option that reduced massing along Madison Street and increased height closer to the
University. This was reviewed and a shadow study provided, and this configuration was not
pursued further. As we approached the end of 2020, further conversations regarding scale and
bulk were had and we received concern about the general height of the project in relation to the
existing sanctuary and other neighbors in the area. As a result, we pulled our application,
reconsidered all our assumptions and have re-designed the project in response.
Our current application has included several massing mitigation strategies that reduce the
perceived scale and create better relationships with the neighbors:
Removed a story from the project.
 The project is now 7 stories above grade with one level of parking below grade.
 This created a more engaging street front along Madison Street with only a partial level
of parking exposed and residential windows now only one story above. The massing
along Madison was adjusted to provide better articulation along the public realm.
 The façade facing the Sherbrook Apartment building has reduced the 1.5-2 story blank
wall and has brought more engagement with residential windows closer to grade.
 There is less impact to the neighbors – shadow and scale.
The two wings directly adjacent to the sanctuary are stepped back 10 feet at the top floor.
 This further reduces the perceived bulk directly adjacent to the sanctuary from 7-8
stories down to 5-6 stories.
The southwestern leg of the building was reduced by just under 20 feet / 2 bays.
 This opens the view to the sanctuary for pedestrians, vehicles and cyclists coming down
the hill along University Ave.
 The end of the leg is further from University Ave than the adjacent neighbor and it is
approximately aligned with the main entry / steps of the sanctuary.
The building program has reduced to 599 beds in 210 units with 210 parking spaces.
 There are less occupants in the project with a program that contains more one- and twobedroom living opportunities.
 Due to the mix change, the parking ratio per occupant has increased.
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Project Operation
The project is composed of multi-family residential units that include studio, one-bed, two-bed,
three-bed, four-bed and five-bed configurations and located on floors two through seven. These
units are composed in a “donut” shaped configuration around an enclosed, exterior courtyard
that will house exterior amenities for the residents, as seen in the Second Floor Plan below.
The building is nestled into a hillside with 7 stories exposed along Madison Street and just six
stories exposed along University Ave and the southern border of the site. The primary indoor
amenity space is located on the second floor, at grade along University Ave, as well as within
the preserved sanctuary. There is an outdoor plaza between the new amenity area and the
sanctuary that wraps out towards University Ave with an active plaza fronting along University
Ave. On the 4th floor there is a small amenity space that will replicate the original choir and
organ lofts overlooking the sanctuary, but will allow for these spaces to be accessible and
usable by all persons. The final amenity space is located on the 7th floor overlooking the roof of
the sanctuary with views back towards downtown Syracuse.
At grade along Madison Street, the main leasing office, mail room and vehicular entrance are
located just past the existing sanctuary and landscaped hillside. Inside the vehicular entry and
directly adjacent to the main office are a dozen public parking spaces for visitors and
prospective tenants. Along the exterior wall are rooms for the transformers and generator which
have been relocated from the landscaped hillside in the last iteration to within the building.
Further beyond is the secure gate for residents to access the garage and head to their parking
space. On the underground level there is a large bicycle storage room connected to the main
vertical circulation core with access to grade. Utility rooms are located throughout the garage
level and trash is handled with chutes connected to every residential floor emptying into a 30yard dumpster that is picked up along Madison Street in the northeast corner of the property.

Second Floor Plan
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Design Response
For the project to successfully respond to the formal and informal comments received over the
last few months, and to better integrate into the context, we have focused the design to respond
to three primary conditions: the existing Temple Concord, the Madison Street neighborhood
context, and Syracuse University.
The Temple Concord
The major massing moves described earlier were considered and implemented to mitigate bulk
around the Temple Concord. Dropping the scale of the wings directly adjacent by 1-2 floors,
including the step backs, eliminated the looming quality of the previous design and helped to
focus one’s attention to the sanctuary – especially from the view from the main intersection as
seen below. Reducing the building height visually separates these wings of the building and
maintains the sanctuary’s roofline “touching sky” from this high-profile vista. Pulling back the
southwestern leg further opens views to the sanctuary, similar to what exist today, and reduces
shadow on the prominent entry design feature.

The Madison Street Neighborhood Context
It became evident that the SLPB and neighbors in general felt the project was not responding
well to the context and there were concerns about its impacts on the feel of this neighborhood.
In reducing the scale of the project by a level, we re-evaluated the massing moves along
Madison Street regarding proportion, alignment with significant datums, integration with the
ground plane, and color. The current massing creates a datum above the 5th floor responding to
the roofline of the sanctuary, the cupolas of Madison Court and the roofline of Sherbrook
Apartments. The color of the masses along Madison was changed from the previous wood-tone
to the darker gray / coffee color to compliment the colors of the Sherbrook Apartments, while
implementing a detailed relief pattern inspired by the rhythm and articulation of the Madison
Court façade.
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These masses integrate a finer detail introducing a patina green panel to the returns of the
windows and detailed articulation that pull from the clerestory panels of the sanctuary and the
cupolas of Madison Court, visually tying these buildings together without replicating historic
elements. This feature is meant to be seen from a skewed angle, engaging the pedestrian,
while not being overbearing to the Madison Court neighbors. Engaging the ground plane, the
northeast mass now comes to grade breaking down the façade length into meaningful elements
that create visual and textural interest, regardless of the garage function behind.
As the building transitions around the corner to the sanctuary, the 5th floor datum is maintained
using small bays, while the corner mass jumps up a story identifying a hierarchy to the view that
brings one’s attention to the corner and to the sanctuary. The color of this mass was brightened
at the suggestion of the SLPB, which we fully believe creates a more appropriate backdrop for
the Temple Concord than the previous dark gray.

Syracuse University
The scale and style of architecture changes in the surrounding area as you travel up the hill
towards the University and we have intentionally responded to this in the building design. The
newer buildings in this area are larger, taller, more urban, and more contemporary in style. As
this side of our building is not adjacent to a street, the design is meant to be seen from afar,
unlike the Madison Street façade that was designed to be experienced up close. The detailing
is simpler, the forms cleaner, and the color scheme more contemporary with the use of the
wood-toned façade contrasted with the darker gray relief. The amenity area on all three sides of
the southwestern leg creates a more urban ground plane experience with more glass and
framed design elements that highlight the programmatic activity inside and create a vibrant
connection with the foot and bicycle traffic happening up and down University Avenue. A larger
and distinctly urban plaza at this face of the building speaks to the collegial atmosphere found
on this side of the city.
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Impact of Shadows
This project has evaluated the proposed shadows of multiple massing configurations over the
course of the last year. Where summer and winter are extremes when it comes to shadows, the
spring and autumn equinoxes makes up half of the year and conditions are relatively similar
during these seasons, so the following comments will generally be made regarding the shadows
cast during those seasons. In our opinion, the shadows cast by this project are not significant
when compared to the existing conditions and to a by-right project that may be taller in height.
With this building oriented in an east-west direction along its longest length, the most significant
and consistent shadows fall on Madison Street. This street is currently heavily lined with large
trees, many of which are on the other side of the street and which cast significant shadows
themselves onto the ground plane and the neighboring structures and will continue to do so.
Although this project will cast more shadow than the existing 2 & 3 story structures, it is
generally casting shadows onto the shadows cast by these trees and the shadow of this building
falls at the foot of Madison Court. A by-right project of even taller height would cast even more
significant shadows in this direction and up the face of this northerly neighbor.
To our east, the Sherbrook Apartments will be impacted with mid-afternoon and evening
shadows but will actually be casting shadows onto the proposed building in the morning hours.
In the evening hours, the existing buildings on this property nearly cast shadows up to the
Sherbrook Apartments, and those buildings are 120 feet away. Should a by-right project be
constructed without a setback variance, say a 12-story building that is setback 85 feet, the
shadows cast would be more significant to both the Sherbrook Apartments and the Madison
Court building, and in our opinion would be more detrimental to the area.
The mass and scale of this project with the proposed setbacks and the reduced programmatic
components included in this submission reflect what our team believes to be the best
configuration with the least impacts on the neighbors, specifically regarding shadow impact.
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Design Comparison – November 2020 to Current
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